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Troldtekt 
Chipboard
Acoustic Panel

TROLDTEKT natural wood panels are high performance acoustic 
systems ideal for use in sectors such as education, sports facilities, 
offices, leisure centres etc.  Troldtekt Chipboard
Acoustic Panels are made from strips of spruce chipboard mixed with 
cement.  

This product is 100% natural and characterized by its excellent sound 
absorption properties, creating excellent acoustics for all types of 
space.  

In addition to its acoustic benefits it is a solution which offers a unique 
and attractive appearance.   The use of chipboard panels offers a wide 
range of creative colour options and can also provide excellent results 
in humid environments such as swimming pools.
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Gray cement presentation Natural presentation
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PRESENTATIONFORMATS

Natural, ultrafine (1mm)

Natural, extreme (0,5mm)

Natural, fine ( 1,5mm)

Natural, thick ( 3mm)

Troldtekt 
Chipboard
Acoustic Panel
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Why select TROLDTEKT?

1. Good acoustics: high sound absorption
2. Effective protection against fire: fire resistant
3. Healthy interior climate: ecologically and biologically sound 
materials
 

4. High durability: long lasting and resistant to impact and damp  
5. VersaPanel , simple and economic to install
6. Attractive modern look: a wide range of available finishes 

MODEL PANEL   PALLET

mm m2 units

Fine natural wood
K0-S

20 x 593 x 1193 36 50

20 x 593 x 593 36 100

25 x 593 x 1193 28,8 40

25 x 593 x 593 28,8 80

Fine natural wood K5 25 x 600 x 1200 28,8 40

Fine natural wood K5-FN 35 x 600 x 1200 20,16 28

Fine natural wood K5- FS 25 x 593 x 593 28,8 80

K0 K0-S K0-FS K5-FSK5-FN

ASSEMBLY

K5 system: continuous ceiling system employing 5mm bezel panels 
screwed to TC profiles.
K0-S/K5-FS system: dismountable system where the panels sit on 
a structure suspended from T profiles 24mm in width and 38mm in 
height.
K5-FN system: dismountable system where the panels are housed 
in a structure made up of galvanized steel T profiles of 35mm width 
and 38 mm in height.

ACCESSORIES

TC Profiles
System of profiles  manufactured in galva-
nized steel designed for the installation of 
continuous false ceilings using screwed in 
chipboard panels. System recommended 
for the K5 model.

T-24 / T-Decor 24 / T-Clip 24
Suspension systems comprising primary 
and secondary profiles in a T-shape crea-
ting a grid structure on which the panels 
rest. System recommended for use with 
K0-5 and K5-FS models.

T-35
Galvanized steel profile frame in a T-shape 
with 35mm base, knurled or non-knurled, 
making a modular structure comprising 
primary and secondary profiles.   System 
recommended for K5-FN model. (Concealed 
and dismountable)

MATERIAL BREAKDOWN

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

MODEL Units per m2

PANEL  600 x 1200 1,39 units

PANEL 593 x 593 2,80 units

PANEL 593 x 1193 
(T24)

1,39 units

4 Hanger brackets en un Primary profile

PANEL
thickness

αw until   Sort of acoustic 
absorption

Reaction to 
fire

Durability % Recycled material

20 mm 0,85 B b-s1, d0 Sort C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)

25 mm 0,90 A b-s1, d0 Sort C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)

35 mm 0,90 A b-s1, d0 Sort C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)


